
Hello My Dear Friend,  
 
I am Armenian.  
 
I’m very excited and proud to write my letter as I know it’s going be read by you, my peer, a 
citizen from neighbouring Azerbaijan living under the same sky but having a different 
worldview.  
 
I am Tatev. I live in Armenia. Our countries are not far from each other, yet they’re on different 
poles of ideas and worldview. Over the years, the lingering conflict has stoked animosity 
between our two countries, while the word “war” is associated with Karabakh and Azerbaijan.  
 
You and I, our parents, relatives, and friends were born to create, to love each other, to smile at 
each other, and to live peacefully on the Earth.  
 
Why are we constantly fighting? Maybe because those lands are ours or yours? Or for some 
other reason? One fact is clear: people need much more courage to pursue peace than war. I 
believe that one day our nations will have the courage to speak about peace, not only with 
documents, but with their thoughts, ideas, and peaceful actions.  
 
They say that Armenians and Azerbaijanis once lived as good neighbors and helped each other in 
any matter. My grandparents told me a lot about their Azerbaijani friends. They told me that 
every year they would go on a vacation to Naftalan, a town in Azerbaijan. There my 
grandparents interacted with many Azerbaijanis, developed bonds with them, and even invited 
them to my aunt’s wedding. They had a good time together and slept at our family’s home. My 
grandparents conveyed these stories with a sweet but dreary smile.  
 
My other grandmother was born and raised in the town of Kirovabad which is currently a 
territory in Azerbaijan. All her best memories and childhood years are associated with the people 
and history of that town. She explains how they lived with Azerbaijanis in peace, broke bread 
together, went to school, played, and grew up as one family. And my grandmother’s brother is 
still in touch with his friends in Azerbaijan. It’s very difficult for my grandmother to accept that 
she is no longer able to return to her childhood home because of the iron gates between Armenia 
and Azerbaijan.  
 
As for me, I have never been to Azerbaijan, nor have I ever met or talked to a citizen of 
Azerbaijan. I’ve only heard about your nation, country, and culture. 
  
Three years ago, I visited Karabakh for two days and close to the border. The most interesting 
part of this journey was staying in the former house of an Azerbaijani resident. A local couple 
kept telling me about their former Azerbaijani neighbors who had to drop everything and leave.  
 
You know, in that village, not long ago, there was no fear, no hatred. There was no difference 
between Armenian and Azerbaijani houses. I spent those two days in an ordinary house and it 
was later that I realized it wasn’t an ordinary house because the stone structures, the garden, and 



the outdoor water tap were all made by Armenians and Azerbaijanis together who shared 
everything with one another.  
 
If you meet an Armenian in Armenia or in any other country of the world and ask what they wish 
for more than anything else, their answer will be, “Peace on our borders and to our soldiers.”  
 
In Armenia, if people say a toast for an Armenian soldier, they don’t forget your brothers 
standing on the front line. They don’t forget to wish peace and courage to your soldiers too.  
 
My dear friend, I hope that one day Armenians and Azerbaijanis will break the stereotypes and 
become friendly, neighborly nations who overcome new challenges in an atmosphere of love and 
peace.  
 
We must understand that our nations can’t think alike as we look at the same truth from different 
perspectives. Maybe we won’t even be able to look from the same perspective. But in order to 
live in solidarity and peace, we need to be tolerant towards each other.  
 
Armenians and Azerbaijanis must have the courage to forgive each other. The hatred that has 
been cultivated for years must be substituted by love and care.  
 
I know that peace should neither be preached nor imposed, neither asked, demanded, nor 
persuaded. Peace should be created, or rather, rediscovered by each person inside themselves. An 
inwardly peaceful person and nation will outwardly draw peace towards themselves.  
 
My familiar yet unfamiliar friend, I wish peace to our nations, a peace that we steward 
responsibly.  
 
Thank you for considering my letter.  
 
With love from Armenia, 
 
Tatev 
 
 
 


